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SUMMAR Y 
The objective of the work discussed in this report was to deve!op a 
dynamic digital model for use in conducting stability studies of compression 
systems associated with turbofan (dual-spool) engines. This objective was 
acconlplished through modification of the existing General Electric Dynamic 
Digital Blade Row Compression Component Stability Model. The modi- 
fications included the addition of compression system dual path geometry, 
the implementation of the matching requirements between the two spools, 
I and the considerations for radial redistribution of the flow ahead of the fan bypass splitter. 
I 
t The analytical equations on which the fan-core integrated model was 
based were first derived in a volume-averaged form for a three-dimensional 
flow. Then, they were reduced to a two-dimensional form f ~ r  axisymmetric 
flow. The final equations satisfied the mass, axial momentum, radial 
momentum, and energy conservation equations for flow through a finite 
control volume. Use of the radial momentum equation in the model assured 
the radial equilibrium between the flows in the fan hub and tip regions. 
The relative total-pres sure 10s s coefficient and deviation angle blade 
characteristics data for the fan hub, fan tip and core compressor blade rows 
wera calculated from TF34 fan and core performance test data. Verification 
cf +he calculated blade characteristics was conducted by reproducing loo%,  
@ 5q, 9070, and 80% clean iniet corrected speed lines £01 the fan hub and the 
:dn tip; and 104. 3%, 99.870, and 94.670 clean ii=!et corrected speed lines for 
:he core compressor. Validity of the compression component models was 
de:nonstrated by comparing the corlponent results with the test  data for the 
point of instability and the location of the stage where instability i s  initiated. 
The fan atld the core were then coupled together and the integrated 
system was run to instability by separately throttling the fan at 99. 1% and 
88. 3'?0 corrected speeds, and the core along i t s  104.3'70 and 99.870 corrected 
speed lines. The integrated model was then verified by comparing the 
model by-pass ratio with that predicted by the steady-, te  cycle deck, and 
by comparing the points predicted of instability with those obtained during 
test program. The fan speedlccre speed relationship that wa 3 needed 
during this program was determined from steady-state cycle deck prc- 
dictions for the TF34 turbofan engine. 
2.0 INTH ODUC TION 
One of the most  significant parameters  in the aerodynamic design and 
operation of gas  turbine engines is surge  margin. Aircraf t  engine designers  
a r e  continually s t r i ~ n g  to provide adequate surge margin to  ensure  success-  
ful steady and t ransient  engine operation. Operating exp: . > h r s  shown 
that th? surge margin of a compressor  o r  engine can bc .' j r a a  k,y a var-  
ie ty of factors. One of the significant factors  i s  inlet d. ~ c o r t i o n  -. both its 
steady- state and time-varying forms. 
Since it is not feasible to experimentally evaluate a ccnrFressor o r  
engine for all. possible distortion combinations, the need for  a stability 
( surge)  prediction technique has evolved whereby the loss  of surge margi r  
o r  performance can be determined analytically. Heretofore,  the majori ty  of 
techniques have been empir ical  correlations of past  engine and compressor  
experience. However, in  the recent  past ,  GE has  identified an analytical 
technique which i s  current ly under development for analyzing the response of 
a compression component to either spatial  o r  time-varying distortions. The 
GE technique i s  basically a one-dimensional explicit time-marching techni- 
que applied to a ,lade row-to-blade row model, utilizing the conservation 
of m a s s ,  momentum, and energy relations. 
Under NASA Contract NAS3- 18 526, "585 Digital Dynamic Distorted 
Compressor  Model" (References 1 and 2),  the General Electr ic  Dynamic 
Digital Blade Row Compres sion Component Stability Model was expanded to 
provide a paral le l-compressor  analysis of circ*lmferential  total-pressure,  
total-temperature,  and combined total-pressure / total-temperatur e dis-  
tortions,  and incluaos circumferential  redistribution of distorted flows in 
blade-free volumes. The model has  demonstrated the ability to accurately 
represent  the performance of the individual blade r 3ws when quasi- steady- 
s ta te  throttling i s  performed along a speed line. Aczurate prediction of 
instability at  the experimentally determined s:..rge llne i s  shown by the 
growth af internally generated unsteady disturbance ,. As part  of the effort 
under NASA Contract NAS3- 14854, "Dieital - Surge Prediction Analysis" 
(Reference 3 ) ,  it was shown that these distL, Sances represent  aerodynamic 
i n ~ t a b i l i t i e s  : 'ther than numerical instabilities since a linearized stability 
analysis demonstrated that the r e a l  par t  of some of the eigenvalues of the 
Jacobian matr ix of the sys tem of equations changes sign f r o m  negative to  
positive at the paint of aerodynamic instability. This change of sign i s  
indicative of disturbances being amplified ra ther  than attenuated. Under 
USAF-APL Contract F336 15-75-C -2029, ' iBigital Model Analysis of Pianar  
P r e s  sure  Pulse Generator ( P ~ G )  ar,d Two-Stage Fan Tes t  Data" (R eference 
-I), the response of a fan to planar waves was predicted and compared with 
existing tes t  results.  Analysis of the comparisons showed that the model 
accurately reproduced the wave shape, amplitude, and phase-angle r e -  
sponses up to a reduced frequency of 0.2. Accurate levels of planar-wave 
distortion t ransfer  coefficient were predicted, and the proper t rends  of 
sensitivity to  surge with frequency were  predicted. 
However, to date all efforts have been directed towards modelling only 
turbojet compression sys tems o r  the compression components of turbofan 
engines, Turbofan, multi -spool engines a r e  characterized by one o r  two 
compreseion components on each spool. NASA-Lewis Research Center,  i n  
recognition of the need to develop stability models of more  advanced tech- 
I nology compression sys tems such a s  turbofan engines, initiated thc! effort 
discussed in this report. The objective af this program v a s  to obtain a 
dynamic digital blade row model of the TF34 compression system. This  
I compression sys tem i s  composed of a single-stage fan without inlet guide 
vanes (1GV)on the low speed spool, and a fourteen-stage compressor  on the 
high speed spool. The IGV and the f i r s t  five stages of compressor  a r e  var i-  
able and a r e  scheduled a s  functions of corrected speed. The pr imary de- 
velopment i t em in this effort was to develop a &nethod for properly handling 
the matching of the two spools. This was accomplished by allowing for 
radial  redistribution of the flow in the blade f r ee  volumes ahead of the lead- 
ing edge of the splitter and upstream of the fan. 
The existing General  Electr ic  Dynamic Digital Blade Row Compression 
Component Stability Model, now known a s  the Dynamic Analysis P rogram 
(DYNAP), was modified to permit simulation of the TF34 compress im 
system. This was accomplished by modelling the fiow path geomet 
TF34 fan, cornpres sor ,  and combustor and making an allowance kc with 
two spools. The fan speed and core  speed relationship was d e f i n d  - . ~ i n g  the 
resul ts  f rom cycle deck studies. This relationship was used to a s su re  that 
the proper speed match was maintained between spools a s  either the core  o r  
the fan bypass was throttled up a speed line. 
The single-stage fan hub, tip and mass-averaged maps were  analyzed to 
produce steady-state blade row character is t ics  (relative total-pressure loss 
coefficients and deviation angles) which a r e  representative of the hub and t ip  
regions and the mass-averaged perIormance of the fan for corrected speeds 
of 80, 90, 95, and 100 percent. The co re  engine interstage data was stacked 
for the fourteen stages and analyzed to produce pitch-line blade row char-  
acter is t ics  ( loss  coefficient and deviation angle) for  the compressor  a t  
corrected speeds of approximately 95, 100, and 1C5 percent. 
The above described modifications to  the computer model were  verified 
by throttling the fan hub, the f a n  tip, and the core  compressor  cornponexits 
up their  respective set  of clean inlet s ~ e e d  lines to demonstrate speed line 
and surge point replication. The stage initiating instability in the compress-  
o r  was Identified and compared with interstage data results.  The compon- 
ents were  then coupled together and the sys tem was run to instability by 
separately thpottling the fan and the core  to their  component surge lines. 
The bypass rat io  n-iqration compared favorably with the resul ts  of cycle 
deck studies. 
3.0 TF34 ENGINE COMPRESSION COMPONENT ANALYSL3 
Preparatory to  developing a TF34 Compression System Model, t :~e 
TF34 fan and compressor  were  individually modelled, the stability char-  
acter is t ics  of each were determined, and the resul ts  were  compared with 
test  data. These efforts a r e  documented in this section of the report. 
3.1 FAN COMPONENT 
The TF34-GE-100 fan which is a single stc?,;e fan composed of a rotor  
and ,n outlet guide vane (OGV) was tested a s  a full  scale  component in  the 
General Electric Large F a n  Tes t  Facility located in  Lynn, Massachusetts. 
The splitter /gooseneck and the fan bypass flow duct were  simulated. The 
bypass ratio was controlled through the use o i  both the main discharge valve 
and the bypass discharge valve. 
The fan was throttled a t  constant corrected speed to  obtain the speed 
lines and surge  point^. The resul ts  of these throttlings a r e  shown in  
Figures 1, 2, and 3 a s  the overall ,  tip, and hub maps,  respectively for 8070, 
90?0, ?5%, and 100% corrected speeds. 
There a r e  two item.s which should be noted with respect to these figures. 
The f i rs t  i s  that the t ip map is based upon the flow entering the bypass duct 
and the hub map i s  based upon the flow entering the core. The overal l  
performance map i s  then obtained by m a s s  weighting the hub and t ip  p t r -  
formance parameters.  The second is that the so called surge line i s  defined 
by a s t r e s s  boundary below approximately 102% corrected speed and by 
aerodynamic instability (surge o r  ro tx~ing  s tal l )  above this speed. 
The fan was mocielled using thirteen volunles ( see  Figure 4) a s  follows: 
5 inlet volumes 
1 rotor voiume 
1 interaxial gap volume 
1 stator v ~ l u r n e  
5 discharge volumes 
This representation and the methods used for  the analyses conducted during 
this study a r e  s imilar  if not identical to  those reported in Reference 1 and 
3. The length of the volumes was set  so  a s  not to exceed the length of the 
iongest blade row, the rotor.  The blade character is t ics  in t e r m s  of rotor  
relative totat-pressure loss  coefficient a2d deviation angle were (Ietermined 






mation in conjunction with the fan geometry. Ir, the absence of tes t  data, 
the stator was assumed to be lossless .  The model representations of the 
speed lines a r e  shown i n  Figures  5, 6,  and 7 as the dashed lines for the 
overall ,  tip, and hub performances,  respectively. The agreement between 
the tes t  and model speed Lines is excellent especially in the low flow regions 
of the speed lines (near  surge)  with some s m a l l  deviations noted in the high 
flow regions of the speed line. 
Stability predictions were  made using the techniques of Reference 3 and 
the resu l t s  a r e  shown a lso  on Figures  5, 6, and 7 by the open and solid 
circles .  The open c i rc les  denote the region of aerodynamic stability (all  
roots of the character is t ic  equation of the Jacobian mat r ix  have negative r ea l  
par t s )  while the solid c i rc les  denote a region of aerodynamic instability (one 
o r  more  roots of the character is t ic  equation of the Jacobian mat r ix  have a 
positive r ea l  part). The stability predictions based upon the overall  perfor- 
mance character is t ics  appear to match the t e s t  data quite well (Figure 5) near  
to where aerodynamic surge  was observed. As expected in the region where 
the surge line is set  by s t r e s s  limitations, the erodynamic instability 
- 
occurs  at  a lower flow. Examination of Figures  6 and 7, the tip and hub 
character is t ics  respectively, shows rilat the fan stability l imits a r e  se t  by 
the tip character is t ics .  That i s ,  a s  the fan i s  throttled to surge,  fan surge 
(s tal l )  will originate at the t ip of the fan. This  finding agrees  with tes t  ex- 
perience which indicates that the fan is t ip sensitive. 
COMPRESSOR COMPONENT 
The TF3-4-GE-100 core  was tested in  the General Electr ic  Multipurpose 
Test  Facility located in Evendale. The tes t  assembly included an e-xit flow 
duct to simulate the combustor flow path and a n  inlet duct faired into the 
gooseneck to simulate the core  inlet flow path. The core  compressor  is a 
14 stage axial compressor  with variable IGV and s ta tors  1 to  5. The IGV 
and s tators  a r e  ganged and controlled a s  a function of corrected speed with 
a Tt 2 5  bias. Although the TF34-GE-100 core  compressor  has  stage 7 and 
10 bleeds, the t e s t  was performed with the bleed ports  blanked off. Clean 
inlet compressor  performance and s tal l  mapping t e s t s  were conducted to  
obtain the 94.6 %, 99.8'?0, and 104. 360 corrected speed lines which a r e  shown 
in Fiqure 8. 
The compressor  model consists of forty-one volumes. There  a r e  29 
volumes consisting of the IGV, ro to r s  1-14, and s ta tors  1 - 14; and 12 f r ee  
\.olumes consisting of two volumes ahead of the IGV and 10  volumes ahead 
oi the turbine diaphram. T h e  axial lengths o f  the free volumes a r e  chosen 
:lot to exceed the length of the lonqest blade axial chord. Ficilre 3 shows 






The blede ck-riracteristics, relative total p res su re  loss  coefficient and 
deviation angle, mere deter  mined f rom the stage character is t ics ,  work and 
p res su re  coeffi cie?ts, provided by the Lynn Compressor  Design personnel. 
Figure 10 i l lustrates  +he per.'-rmance of the compressor  a s  calculated using 
the derived blade characteri:, ~ c s  i n  polynomial form. Excellent compari-  
son with the demonstrated re r formance  is observed a t  the 94. b$, 99.8%, and 
104.370 corrected speeds. 
Stability analyses were  performed using the l ineariztd stability techni- 
que of Reference 3. The resu l t s  shown in  Figure 11 indicate very good agree-  
ment between the demonstrated and predicted stability points for 94. 6% and 
104. 370 corrected speeds. The predicted stability point at 99.6% corrected 
speed is 0.2 Kglsec  (0.5 lbmlsec )  high in  flow a s  compared to the experi-  
mental point. It i s  a l so  interesting to  note that the predicted stability point 
a t  94.6% corrected speed dces not occur a t  the peak pressure  ratio,  but 
ra ther  on the positive slope portion of the spl-ed line. 
A time-dependent model of the compressor  was constructed using 
DYNAP for the purpose of conducting throttling -to- surge simulations. The 
compressor  was represented in  exactly the same manner a s  i t  was for the 
linearized analyses. The objective of these simulations was to determine 
what correlation, if any, existed between model observed surge line in- 
stabilities and t e s t  observed instabilities. The resu l t s  a r e  given i n  Table 1. 
Table 1, Instability Initiating Stage 
Tes t  Resul ts  
-
Corrected Speed Model Results Surge Rotating Stall 
94.6 10 and 1 Simultaneously 9-10 2 
99.8 10 11 - 
104.3 1 and 2 followed by 11 13-14 4 
Examination of the throttling to surge simulations showed the anticipated 
instabilities (based upon the amplification function of Reference 1 \ develop- 
ing in  the back end of tlie compressor .  Tes t  data obtained f rom a TF34 co re  
engine test  using two high-response wall-static p res su re  t ransducers  mount- 
ed approximately 1500 apar t  and aligned axially showed the surge pulse to  
develop in the back end of the compressor .  The surprising resul t  obtained 
f rom the simulations was the near  simultaneous occurrence of instabili t ies 
in  the front end of the compressor .  Reexamination of the t e s t  resul ts  showed 
that rotating s tal l  cells in the forward stages occurred at approximately the 
same t ime a s  the r e a r  developing surge pulses. 


These resu l t s  a r e  fur ther  verification of the  capabil i t ies of the Genernl  
Electric Dynamic Anaiy sis P r o g r a m  (DYNAP) especially its ability t o  p re -  
dict the regions in the  ccinpressor  where instabil i t ies will develop during 
throttling. However, since DYNAP is a quasi one-dimensional model it does 
not give the nature of the instability, that  is, s-ilrge o r  rotating stall. Th i s  
determination is left t o  obtaining and examinir.g test da ta  o r  developing and 
obtaining resu l t s  f r o m  multi -din~eriaicnal ~ i o d e l a .  
TF34 EXGINE COMPRESSION SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
In this section of the report ,  the analytical model for the computations 
of TF34 compression sys tem flow dynamic behavior is discussed. The 
model i s  capable of simulating the interaction between the fan and the core  
compressor .  Radial exchange between the fan hub and t ip  regions of the 
flow was considered to  allow for the variation i n  the bypass flow ratio. This 
objective was accomplished by extending the one -dimensional time -dependent 
model, reported in  Reference 1 to allow for radial  flow redistribution. 
A brief description of the fan-compressor integrated compression 
sys tem will be given in this  section and will be followed by a generalized 
three-dimensional .macroscropic balance flow analysis. The equations will 
then be reduced to descr ibe a two-dimensional axisymmetr ic  flow. 
4.1 CObfPRESSION SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The TF34 compression sys tem has  a single stage fan without ?n inlet 
guide vanes, and a fourteen-stage compressor .  The IGV and the f i r s t  five 
s tages of the core  comDressor a r e  variable and a r e  scheduled a s  functions 
of the corrected speed. In addition to  the fan and compressor ,  the model 
geometry, a s  shown in  Figure 12, includes the fan inlet duct, the bypass 
duct, the gooseneck, and the combustor. The purpose of including these 
duct volumes is to  a s su re  that real is t ic  propagatioil paths for unsteady dis-  
turbances a r e  simulated. 
The compression sys tem was divided in  sixty volumes, a s  shown in 
Figure 13. The fan inlet duct i s  represented by four volumes; the fan in- 
cluding the interaxial  gap between the - c>r and the s tator ,  and the fan exit 
ductixlg to the bypass spli t ter by eight -.olumes: the bypass duct by four 
vol~unes ;  the gooseneck by five volumes; the compressor  by twenty-nine 
volumes; the compressor  discharge diffuser by four volumes: and the com- 
bustor by six v o l m e s .  Al l  vo l -mes  ahead of the bypass spli t ter,  including 
the fan rotor  and s tator ,  were  divided into tip and hub volumes with a split 
s t ream-surface  a s  s h c m  in Figure 13. The split s t ream-surface extends 
f r o m  the bypass spli t ter to  the fan inlet and divides the entering flow into 
t ip and hub flow ra t e s  in  a ratio approximating the flow averaged bypass 
ratio. 
4 . 2  DEVELOPMENT O F  QUASI-THR EE DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC MOCEL 
The concepts used in the one-dimensional model of Reference 1 a r e  ex- 
tended to include the compression system associated with a turbofan engine. 
The difficulties dealing with such systems do not only a r i s e  f rom having 


dual compression units, but a lso from handling different bypass ratios. 
With different bypass rat ios ,  the annulus s t r eam surface separating co re  
and fan bypass flows will migrate  radially. Instead of dealing with variable 
surface boundary, a fixed split s t ream-surface is considered and radial  
flow i s  allowed to c r o s s  this  ar t i f ical  boundary. In the follo..in.- ?a-.-agraphs, 
the integral equations of motion will he written in general  fo rm and then will 
be simplified to a degree suitable for our  present model. 
4.2. 1 Governing Equations 
The equations of motion a r e  derived for a general  control vo-urne, V, 
covering a segment of a b o n c ~ n t r i c  ring. Figures  14a and 14b show the 
notation used to identify the 1.ocation of the cc-nArol volu--A- -.nd the  geonletri- 
ca l  character is t ics  used in the equations. Variables with superscr ipt ,  "i", 
"j", o r  "k" will denote the variables  a t  axial, circumferential  o r  radial  
faces of the control volume, respectively. 
Flow ra t e s  and velocities used in tke equations of motion a r e  depicted in 
Fiqures  1Sa to 15c. Figure 15a i l lus t ra tes  the flows entering and leaving 
the control volunle surfaces,  while flow velocities normal  and tangential to  
the control surfaces a r e  shown in  Figures  15b and lSc, respectively. In the 
following deri-at ions,  the bar  above variables indicates control-volume- 
averaged properties.  
Mass  Conversation 
The integral equation representing the conservation of m a s s  can be 
written a s  follows: 
Rate of 
Accumulation 
Rate of 1 r Rhte of 1 
i k 
'.Vhere W , W' W , a r e  the mass  flows into the axially-facing, tan- 
z 8 '  gentially-facing and radfallv-facing surfaces,  respectively. 
r Control  Volume i ,  j, k 
Isometric View Front View 
a. Control  Volumes Arrangement 
b. Control  Volume Ceometry 
Figure 14. Control Volume. 
a, Flow Rates 
b. Normal Velocity Components 
c. Tangential Velocity Components 
Figure 15. Control Volume Flow Rates and Velocities. 
Let 5 represent the spatially averaged density over the control volwne 
Application of this definition to the mass  conservatio:, equation results in 
lvlomentum Conservaticn 
The integral equa~ion representing the conservation of momentum in a 
given direction can be written as: 
Rate of Rate of Rate Sum of 1 
Accumulatio~ 
Application of Equation 5 to the axial direction and use of Figure 16a 
result in the following axial moment- equation. 
The axial momentum of the fluid inside the control volume can be 
written as 
a. Axial  Momentum Balance 
b. Angular Momentum Balance 
Figure 16. .\1 a1 and Angular Momentum Balance. 
where the bar indicates volume averaged quantities and L, i s  the control 
volunle length i n  the axial  direction. Therefore,  the  axial momentum 
equation can be written in  the following form: 
The principle of conservation of angular momentum i s  s imilar  to the 
principle of the conservation of linear momentum. Application cf Equation 5 
to  the blade-free control volume shown i n  Figure 16h and manipulation of 
the different t e r m s  resul t  in  the following equation: 
J 
It should be noted that this  equation i s  only valid for blade-free volumes 
since the tangential blade force i s  not included. 
Upon writing the momentum balance based upon Equation 5 in  the radial  
direction for the blade-free elemental volume shown in  Figure 17 and upon 
i ~ r e g r a t i a g  3ver the control volume, the following radi?l, i i lumentu~n equa- 
tion i s  obtained (see  Appendix A): 
I/ a. Elementai Control Volume 
b. Pressure Forces 




c. Flow Momentum In and Out from 
the Elemental Control Volume 
Figure 17. Radial Momentum Balance 29 
where @ is the angular extent of the control volume and b a r s  indicate 
volume averaged quantities. F o r  a complete annulus control volume, @ is 
equal to 2 W .  The two last t e r m s  represent  respectively the centrifugal 
and the p res su re  forces  acting on the flow passing through the cofitrol 
volume. 
F o r  a bladed control volume, this  radial  momentum equation i s  valid if 
the radial  blade forces  a r e  negligible. 
Energy- Conservation 
Energy conservation may  be obtained in the same manner  a s  the m a s s  
and momentum balances. With thermodynamic relationships it can be 
~ r i t t e n  ir, t e r m s  of an  entropy balance. F o r  a control volume with zero 
heat t ransfer  to  o r  f rom the fluid, the entropy balance is given by: 
[ R a t e o f  Rate of Rate of Rate of , Entropy ] = [',opy] - [.;'.] . [ '11' 
Accumulation Production 
Here  the entropy is produced inside a control volume by any i r revers ib le  
process ,  for example, flow undergoing total-pressure losses. Application 
of Equation 11 to a flow passing through the control volunle shown i n  Figure 
15 permits  the following equation to be obtained. 
Here  S i s  the total entropy generated within the control volume. F 
The t e r m s  enclosed by braces,  f I i n  Equations 4, 8, and 12 a r e  
additions to the one-dirnensional forms of the continuity, axial momentum, 
and ecergy equations given in  Reference 1 
4.2.2 Force, Pressure ,  and Entropy Production Terms 
- 
This sat of equations (other than being applicable to three-dimensional 
flows without heat +ransferj, describes the state of a Quid in motion. To 
solve these equations, it i s  neceesary to supply the caloric and thermal 
equations of state and expressions for Fz, "M, and SF. FZ of Equation 8 
represents the blade force acting upon the fluid and includes contribution 
from the energy-producing torque t e rm  and the drag force term. P ~ A  from 
Equation 8 represents the mean pressure over k and k t 1  radial facing sur - 
faces of the control volume and i s  calculated from a linear combination of 
the volume entranc I and exit axial static pressures. SF of Equation 12  i s  
the t e rm which represents the tot a1 rate of i rreversible conversion of 
mechanical to internal energy and, in the case of the model, represents the 
entropy production due to blade row losses. Details of the derivations of 
these three t e rms  may be found in  Reference 1. 
4 . 2 . 3  Radial Equilibrium - Two Dimensional Dynamic Model 
The primary objective of the present efiort is to establish a dyilamic 
rrloiiel capable of physically modelling the dynamic interactions between the 
fan and the compressor in a turbofan compression system. To allow for the 
varying bypass flow i~ the splitter region, radial redistribution has to be 
considezed. A two-dimensional version of the previously d.erived equations 
can be used to dynarnicelly analyze a turbofan ccmpressor system, assum- 
ing that there is no circzinferential redistribution of the flow. The two- 
dimensional governing equatio~is with radial equilibrium a re  summarized 
below: 
and 
..-here ? can be evaluated from 0 
The flow in the fan duct ahead of the splitter i s  treated a s  a k.9-di.men- 
sional flow and i s  obtained by solving the above set ?f equations. Hcwever, 
core and bypass duct flows a r c  assumed one-dimensional flows and a r e  
treated using the same set of equations after eliminating the t e rms  enclosed 
by the braces j 1 . 
Flow inside a fan rotor passage i s  i n  general a three-diwensi~nal  flow 
and i s  usually complicated by tile presence of blade twist and the existence 
af secondary flows. Since the rotor radial blade force i s  not negligioi- ~nc?  
since it i p ,  difficult t~ consider the secondary flow effect, the model will ,8x)t 
include radial. redistribution in the rotor volume. Thus, the rotor i s  cork- 
sidered not to alter tbe radial distribution of the flow passing through the 
x otor cmtro l  volume. In general, this approach is suitable and comrnen- 
surate with the approach oeed in derivhg the fan tip and hub blade charac- 
terist ics where one-dinrensional f l ~ w  an: ' -4is i s  assumed. 
In contrast, radial flow redistribution %+ll  b2 considersd in the fan 
stator. However, i t  will be handled in a ~implifisc! manner. It will be 
as,urned that only the centrifugal an+ the radial pressuze forces acting on 
the flow will affect the radial distribution of the flow in the stator volume. 
4. 2.4 Boundary Conditions 
Four boundary conditions a r e  necesszry a ,~d sufficient to obtain the 
solution of the set of first  order equations given by Equations i 3  through 16. 
Three of these conditions will d:fine three flow properties al  the i n i e ~  
station, while the last condition will detinc a property o r  a relation of pro- 
perties at the exit station. 
At the coinpression system inlet, the air t'lo~vs axially and therefore at 
the inlet the radial velocity component is zero. Inlet t ~ t a l  pressure and 
total temperature are  specified and held constant. W i t h  these inlet 
c~ndit ions and together with the density value, obtained f l  om the fir st vol- 
ume averaged density, all the other inlet flow properties can be calculated. 
In a turbofan compression system, the flow entering the system 
branches into two flows, a core flow and a bypass flow. Hence, exit bound- 
a ry  conditions have to be specified f ~ r  each flow. At each exit, one bound- 
a ry  condition i s  necessary and sufficient. Usually, it i s  either the exit 
static pressure (P,) o r  the exit flow function (W b f  S / ~ s ) .  The choice 
depends on whether the flow exits to a uniform static pressure such a s  
through a fan bypass flow duct nozzle o r  to a choked flow such a s  a turbine 
nozzle. In the latter ca3e specification of the el.;_> flow function is a good 
simulation. 
4.3 CALCULATION TECHNIQUE 
The following subsections will  outline the method of solution adopted to 
solve the governing equations, the computational steps performed to obtain 
the flow variables of the entire cornpression system and finally the process 
followed to obtain the initial, the time relaxed steady-state, and the time 
dependent solutions. 
4. 3.1 Method of Solution 
The explicit second order time marching technique developed in Re- 
ference 1, i s  used to solve Equations 13 through 16. The technique i s  based 
on a Taylor ser ies  expansion of the volume averaged flow properties at  
time "t" to predict the flow properties at  time "t +At1' .  If represents a 
volume averaged flow property, then the second order Taylor ser ies  can be 
written as .  
- 
x (t + ' I t )  = z  (t) t a F (tl A t +  aEg) s t 2  a t  2 a t  2 
This equation indicates that both first and second time derivatives of the 
flow properties a r e  needed. F i r s t  derivatives a r e  evaluated directly from 
Equations i 3  through 16; however, the second order derivatives a r e  eval- 
uated by differentiating the same set of equations with respect to time. 
4. 3.2 Computational Procedure 
The present model of radial redistribution was developed a s  an exten- 
sion of and i s  quite similar to the Dynamic Digital Blade-Row Compress on 
Cc mponent Stability Model discussed in Reference 1. Figure 18 illustrates 
the computational procedure in a block diagram format. 
Block 1 i s  a statement of the required dependent variable information, 
that i s ,  volume-averaged iensity, axial flow, radial flow, and entropy which 
are  available from either an initial guess, a steady-state solution, or  the 
solution known from a previous time step of a time dependent analysis. 
From the volume averaged axial and radial flows, and with the proper 
interpolation scheme for station flow values of Wr  and W,, the time 
derivative of the volume averaged density ran be obtained for a l l  the vol- 
umes, a s  indicated in Block 11. 
In order to calculate the first time derivatives of the other variables, 
station values of all  the variables have to be known. Block 111 of Figure 18 
illustrates the interpolation between the volume-averaged properties in 
order to obtain station-value properties. 
In the case of blade-free volumes, where no blade forces or  entropy 
product i~n takes place, it i s  only necessary to calculate station velocity com- 
ponents in order to evaluate the equations of change. As shown in  the lower 
branch of Block IV, the assumption of constant absolute flow angle across 
the volume i s  made. Total pressure, total temperature, and other desir-  
able parameters a r e  also calculated a s  this point. A special case of the 
blade free-volume calculations i s  the imposition of the boundary conditions. 
At the model inlet, zero radial flow, constant total pressure and total tem- 
perature a s  well a s  constant entropy a r e  maintained. At the exit of a model 
of a turbofan compression system, either a specified flow function o r  a 
specified static pressure boundary condition is imposed. Change of the core 
flow function or  the bypass d-act exit static pressure with respect to time 
will in fzct represent a simulation of the compressor o r  the fan throttling 
process, respectively. 
As i3dicated in the upper branch of Block IV, the presence of a bladed 
volume requires the net axial blade force, entropy production, and station 
velocitv components to be calculateci. Calculation of the 2et axial force and 
entropy production terms require knowledge of the loss coefficient and 
6cviation angle. This information i s  available a s  polyr-orniai representa- 
tions which a r e  functions of incidence angle. Stationary blade rows a r e  
assumed to be lassless with constant de\<ation angle. 
Once the flow conditions at the stations a r e  completely described, var - 
ious quantities of interest can be calculated such a s  stage coefficients, 
diffusion factors, etc. With all the necessary quantities on the right-hand 
side oi  the macrobalances available, the first-time derivatives of the vol- 
ume averaged properties can be calculated a s  indicated in Block V. 
After the procedure in Blocks 111, IV, and V i s  carried out for the tip 
and hub  volumes, a s  indicated hy Block VI,  the second time derivatives of 
the properties can be calculated (Block VII). Expressions for the second 




Figure 18. Dynamic Model B 
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differentiating the macrobalances with respect to time. Analytical express - 
ions for the time derivatives of the station properties can be evaluated by 
interpolating between volumes and through use of the macrobalances. The 
same calculations a r e  carried out for both hub and tip volumes (Block VIII), 
The procedure for calculating station properties and evaluating f irst  and 
second time derivatives of the volume-averaged properties can be carried 
out for any number and types of volumes (Block X) and i s  not dependent on 
the particular geometry being modelled. Once these calculations a r e  carried 
out for all the volumes, the solution can be advanced to the next time step 
through use of the second-order Taylor's ser ies  approximation, Block IX. 
As specified in  Biock XI, the technique can be repeated for a s  many time 
steps a s  required by the event being simulated. 
4. 3 . 3  Initial, Steady-State, and Time Dependent Dynamic Solutions 
A prime interest of this study i s  to determine the turbofan compression 
system operation under both steady-state and time varying conditions. The 
solution procedure adopted to achieve this goal and outlined in the previous 
section requires the knowledge of an initial distribution of the flow pro- 
perties along the compression systerr,, This distribution can be obtained by 
solving the one -dimensional ver sion of governing equations (Equetions 13, 
14, and l b )  with the left-hand-side time derivative set to zero, and with an 
assumed value of the bypass ratio. During these calculations radial flow 
across the splitting surface i s  not permitted. The use of the same govern- 
ing equations to develop initial conditions to the system is adopted to ass-are 
zonsistency between the initial conditions and the subsequent calculations. 
The initialization i.s achieved in  a separate subroutine that was added to thz 
main computer program. 
Since the assumed splitting s t ream surface ahead of the bypass splitter 
does not represent in reality the actual stagnation stream surface which 
separates the core and the bypass flows, the initial steady-state solution 
obtained in the first phase of the calculations does not represent the actual 
steady-state solution of the flow in  the compression system. A time relaxa- 
tion technique i s  followed to obtain the actual steady-state solution. The 
initial solution i s  relaxed in time while keeping the inlet and exit boundary 
conditions constant and allowing radial flow exchange between flows in the 
hub and tip regions of the fan duct. The equations used in this phase of the 
calculations a r e  the two -dimensional time -dependent governing equations 
(Equations 13 through 16). The solution i s  assumed to have converged to the 
steady-state solution when the change in the axial flow rate at any volume 
from one time step to the next i s  less than 0.0001 percent. 
Time-dependent solutions of dynamic operations a r e  obtained by per- 
turbing the system from the steady-state operation case. Again, the two- 
dimensional time-dependent equations a r e  solved using the calculation pro- 
cedures of the previous section. Time-varying inlet o r  exit boundary con- 
ditions a r e  included during this phase of calculatior?3. The response of the 
system as  a function of time can be achieved from the results of these 
calculations. It should be kept in mind that the bypass-ratio i a  never speci- 
fied, but results from the radial Zedistribution that occurs at any moment. 
The throttling process of a compression system is a typical dynamic 
operation where the flow through the system changes through variation of 
the exit area. If the rate of throttling along a speed line is extremely slow, 
the system will follow very closely the steady-state speed lines. 
4.4  Clean Inlet Flow Steady-State and Throttling Simulations 
The two -dimensional time -depec-fent model established in Sections 4.2 
and 4.3 was used to determine the clean inlet steady-state flow and the clean 
inlet flow stability limit of the compression system of the TF34 turbofan 
engine. The steady-state solution, satisfying the radial equilibrium of the 
flow in  the fan duct, was obtained using the time relaxation method. Throt- 
tling simulation was then conducted by throttling the fan bypass duct along 
two different fan speed lines and the core along two different core speed 
lines. Fan tip, fan hub, and compressor blade characteristics used for 
these computations a r e  the same a s  those used for the cornponent stability 
predictions of Section 3. 
The corelfan speed relationship used in this study was obtained from 
the steady-state performance cycle deck data. This relationship i s  pre- 
sented in Figure 19. The relation implies that the fan corrected speed i s  
dependent only on the core corrected speed; however, the data oStained from 
the cycle deck indicated a slight variation in the fan speed with the fan bypass 
exit area. This variation i s  less than f 1% and thus, i s  neglected in the 
present model. 
The size of the time step has to be determined prior to the numerical 
sclution of the time-dependent equations. A time step of seconds was 
chosen for the present computations. This value satisfied the CFL (Courant, 
Friedrichs, and Lewy) stability condition and, therefore, i t  assures  the 
numerical stability of the present explicit scheme. Also, it  was found that 
this time step size i s  small enough to assure  quasi-steady throttling during 
the system stability studies. 
From the model computations, the bypass ratio that satisfies the flow 
radial equilibrium in the fan duct ahead of the bypass splitter will be deter- 

miced. The validation of the model will be based on the comparison of the 
bypass ratio with the steady-state value obtained from the cycle deck data. 
The resu l t s  that will be ; nsented in the following paragraphs a r e  
given for  some of the fan duct volumes. Figure 20 i l lus t ra tes  the nomen- 
clature  used for  the volumes and the axial  stations of the f ~ n  duct. Blade- 
f r e e  volumes a r e  indicated by the capital le t te r  "F", while the fan ro tor  
and s tator  a r e  indicated by the capital le t tera  "R" and "S" , respectively, 
The axial stations a r e  denoted by the numbers 1 to  13: l  to  5 for the duct 
upstream of the fan rotor ,  6 t o  9 for the interaxial  gap between the ro tor  
and the stator,  and 19 to  13 for the duct behind the fan and ahead of the 
bypass splitter. 
4.4.1 Clean Inlet Stsady-State Flow 
Time-relaxed steady-state calculations were  conducted for two cases.  
The data for the f i rs t  case  a r e  104.370 co re  corrected speed, 99.1% fan 
corrected speed, 136.08 Kg/sec (300 lb l sec )  inlet m a s s  flow rate ,  and an 
initially assumed value of 5.302 for the flow bypass ratio. The data for  the 
second case  a r e  99.870 core  corrected speed, 88,370 fan corrected speed, 
116.35 Kg I sec  (256.5 lb / sec )  inlet m a s s  flow ra te ,  an6 an initially assumed 
flow bypass ratio of 5,316. For  these cases ,  the initial value of the flow 
bypass ratio was obtained from the cycle deck data. 
The steady-state solution was obtained by relaxing in  t ime the initial 
flow distribution until radial  eqcilibrium was achieved. Convergence was 
assumed when tne variation of the volume averaged a-xial flow r a t e  between 
two consecutive t ime s teps was l e s s  than 0.0001 percent for each volume. 
Figures  21 through 30 show the flow variable changes during the relaxation 
process. 
Figures  21 and 22 represent  the relaxation of the fan hub and tip volume- 
averaged axial flow ra t e s  a s  functions of time. These resul ts  a r e  for 99.1% 
fan corrected speed and s imilar  resu l t s  for 88. 3% fan corrected speed a r e  
shown in Figures  23 and 24. I t  should be aent ioned that the calculated 
resu l t s  a r e  plotted a t  intervals  of 400 t ime steps. By examining these resu l t s ,  
the convergence of solution occurs  a f te r  approximately 4000 time steps. All 
the volumes of the hub region, initially s tar ted with the same volume-averaged 
axial flow ra t e s ,  but af ter  convergence they ended up with different axial  flow 
rates .  The same is t rue  ior  the t ip volumes although the hub and tip axial 
flow ra tes  a r e  different. This i s  due to the fact that the assumed s t ream-  
surface,  that separates  the flow i n  the fan hub and tip regions of the fan, does 
not coincide with the a c h a l  s t ream-surface that separates  the core and bypass 
flows. 







The t ime relaxation of the hub-to-tip rad ia l  flow for the different fan 
volumes i s  shown in F igu res  25 and 26. Posi t ive  values indicate rad ia l  flow 
a c r o s s  the split s t r eam-su race  f r o m  the hub to the t ip region and vice versa ,  
negative values indicate ~ . a d i a l  flow f r o m  the t ip  to  the hub region. The 
r e su l t s  show that the flow adjusts  i tself  bot3 behind and ahead of th8; fan  during 
the r e l a x a t i o ~  .,recess. The l a rge  radial  flow ra t e  value for  volume F4 in  
comparison with that for volume F10 should not he misjudgeti. Actually, if 
the difference in the axial  lengths between the m o  v ~ l u m e s  is considered,  i t  
i s  found that the radial  flow flux (flow r a t e  per  unit a r e a )  a t  volume F10, 
ahead of the bypass spl i t ter ,  i s  l a r g e r  than that  a t  volume F4, ahead of the 
rotor. 
The t ime relaxatiox; o.' s ta t ic  p r e s s u r e  a t  the  s t a t e r  inlet and a t  the 
spli t ter  leading edge a r e  shown i n  F igures  27 through 30, Tip and hub 
average p r e s s u r e  values a r e  presented for both 99.1% and 58.370 fan co r -  
rected speeds. It i s  c l ea r  that the stebdy-state p r e s s u r e  levels in  all c a ses  
were  achieved in  l e s s  than 20 milliseconds. After that t ime  very  emali  
adjustments in the p r e s s u r e s  a r e  neeced to allow other  flow - ~ a r i a t l s s  to  
adjust to  thei. steady-state values. 
The difference betweer? the hub and tip averaged p r e s s u r e s  indic,.tc; :he 
level of the radial  force acting on the fluid due to the rad ia l  p re s su re  ,!rad- 
ient. During the steady-state t ime  relaxation, the  rad ia l  force changes 
until rad ia l  equil ibrium i s  achieved thereaf te r  i t  maintains a co3stant level. 
F igu res  31 and 32 show the distribution of the volume averaged axial 
flow r a t e  at  99. 1% fan cor rec ted  speed for the hub and tip regions, respec-  
~ i v e l y .  F igu res  3 3  and 34 show s imi la r  plots fc r  the 88.3% fan corrected 
speed cdse. The distributions of the axial  flow ra t e  a r e  klven a s  a function of 
t ime  and their  shape d e ~ e n d s  la rge ly  on the geomet ry  of tt.3 split s t r eam-  
surface. 
The distribution of the rad ia l  flow ra t e  a t  99. 1% and 88. 3% fan cor rec ted  
speeds a r e  shown in F igures  35 and 36, r e  -2zctively. The resu l t s  indicate 
rad ia l  flow ahead a s  well a s  behind the fan rotor.  
Figure  37 shows the distribution of the hub and t ip average static p re s -  
s u r e  a t  99, 1% fan cor rec ted  speed. Both the init ial  and the steady-state 
values a r e  given. 
Fan  Bypass Duct Flow Throttling, 
Clean inlet bypass duct quasi-static throttlinz was coaductea for 94. 170 
and 88. 3 n ~  fan cor rec ted  speeds. F igures  38 and 39 show the throttiinp lclrii 
















tip corrected flow rates  a r e  based on the duct total a r e a  and a r e  calculated 
using the rotor hub and tip inlet flow ra tes ,  total temperatures and total 
pressures.  Examination of these figures indicates that the fan tip corrected 
flow rate  decreases  darins the throttiing procedure while the fan hub corrected 
flow increases.  
Further  investigation was conducted to examine the effects of the bypass 
throttling on the distribution of flow variables. Figures 40 through 42 show 
the resul ts  plotted a t  different t ime steps for the 99. 1% fan corrected speed 
case. Curves at time t = 0 give the steady-state distribution of flow ~ a r i a b l e s .  
Curves a t  t ime t = 140 milliseconds give the distribution of the flow variables 
at  the fan stability limit. 
Examination of Figure 40 indicates that the axial flow rate  in  the t ip  
region decreases  with t ime for a l l  the fan stations. The resul ts  shown in 
the same figure also indicate that a t  t ime t = 0 an increase in the axiai flow 
rates  occurs  between stations 4 and 5. On the other hand, a decrease is 
observed between the same stations a s  the fan is throttled toward instability. 
This indicates that a spatial deceleration of flow occurs in front of :he rotor  
tip a s  the model nears  the instability region. 
Figure 41 shows the distribution of the x i a l  flow rate  in the hub region. 
Since the flow ra te  a t  station 13 is the amount of flow entering the core,  
the resul ts  indicate that the core flow does not vary significantly during the 
bypass duct throttling. This is consistent with the constant pumping require- 
ments of the core  compressor.  However, it should be observed that the 
flow entering the rotor ,  in  the hub region, increases during the bypass duct 
throttling in order  to satisfy the radial equilibrium in the regions ahead and 
behind the fan rotor. 
The radial flow distribution during the bypass throttiing is shown in 
Figure 42. It i s  noted that there is no significant adjustment in the radial 
flow at  the interstage gap, between station 6 and 9. Furthermore,  a major 
part  of the radial redistribution takes place ahead of the fan rotcr.  
The flow bypass ratio, defined by the ratio of fan duct flow to core flow, 
was calculated a t  several  points during the throttling procedure, for both 
99.170 and 88.3% fan corrected speeds. Figures 43 and 44 show a compari- 
son between these resul ts  with those obtained f rom the cycle deck data. A 
very good agreement i s  indicated and a s  a matter  of fact, the average differ- 
ence i s  . ~ s s  tnan 1%. This demonstrates the validity of the present model 
and i ts  capability of handling compression systems with bypass ducts. 
To investigate the model capability to predict the stability of the inte- 






the 99.1% fan speed line. The time variation of the fan tip and hub correct- 
ed mass  flow rates a r e  shown in Figures 45 and 46, respectively. It i s  
noted that up to time t = 140 milliseconds, the change in the flow is gradual 
and well behaved (except for a few converging oscillations at the initial 
stages of throttli~lg). However, further throttling beyond the experimentally 
determined stability line showed tendency toward rapid change in flow rates 
and finally solution failure. 
In an effort to establisk stability cri teria similar to that of Reference 1, 
the fan tip amplification function (ratio of the rotor-volume-flow time 
derivative to the bypass duct exit-volume -flow time derivative) was investi- 
gated for irregular behavior during the throttling simulation. Figure 47 
represents the time history response of the fan tip amplification factor. As 
the bypass duct i s  throttled, the parameter exhibits a rapid increase in 
the region of flow instability. Since the level of the exit flow derivative i s  
constrr'qed by the imposed exit boundary condition, the behavior of the flow 
derivat. ge ratio indicates that internal perturbations in the fan rotor tip 
volume a re  amplified significantly a s  the model nears the stability limit. 
Once the derivative ratio had reached a level greater  than 2 in the rotor 
volume, the solution was unstable and termination of the throttling process 
would not prevent the solution from failing. Therefore, this stabilitv cri teria 
was adopted far use in the model. 
Figure 48 presents the ratio of the exit axial flow to inlet axial flow of 
the fan rotor tip and hub volumes at a fan corrected speed of 99.170. As the 
fan i s  throttled toward instability, the data illustrates that the tip exhibits 
rapid mass storage atid the hub exhibits rapid mass evacuation. This 
means that more fluid enters the rotor in the tip regions than leaves. Since 
flow instability i s  usually associated with flow blockage, this finding indi- 
cates that the flow instability i s  encounter d in the tip region of the fan. 
Bypass duct throttling at a fan corrected speed of 88. 3% is illustrated in 
Figure 49. The well 'oehaved corrected flow variation with time indicates 
that the flow for this speed line i s  stable. A detailed view of the throttling 
i s  shown in Figare 50. It i s  noted that the throttling has continued beyond 
the experimental s t ress  limit and beyond the fan component stability limit 
cbtained in Section 3.1 of this report. To further check the absence of in- 
stability, throttling was discontinued and the time calculations were continued 
further at the two points indicated by 16000 and 20000 time steps. No errat ic  
behavior was indicated and actually the solution settled at the point where the 
throttling was terminated. These results indicate that even i f  the fan com- 
ponent i s  unstable by itself, i t  can be stable in the integrated system. 
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Figure 47. Stability Amplification hnction Versus Time-Bypass 
Duct Throttling during Bypass Duct Throttling. 
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F ~ g u r e  48. Ratio of Volume Exit Axial Flaw to Inlet Axial Flow 
during Bypass Duct Throttling. 


4.4.3 Core. Compressor Flow Throttling 
-- 
Core throttling simulation of the TF34 integrated compression system 
was c~nducted for 104.370 and 99.8Yo core compressor corrected speeds. 
Figure 51 shows the throttling locii on the compressor performance map. 
The throitling line at the 99.870 corrected speed matches closely the com- 
pressor compo-ent demonstrated performance, while that at the 104.3% 
corrected speed deviates slightly from the demonstrated performance. In 
genera:, these results show a good agreement with the compressor com- 
ponent performance. However, i t  should be mentioned that in  the present 
r 121, the specific heat ratio has been taken equal to  1.4 for al l  the cases. 
T1 . i~  conditio.: attributed to the qlight deviation observed at  the 104.37%. 
The compressor stability limit at 104.37a and 99.8% corrected speeds, 
as  predlcted by the present integrated system model, a r e  shown by the solid 
circles in Figure 51. The results indicate a good sgreement with those 
obtained by th. compressor component model of Section 3.2 and shown by the 
open circles in Figure 51. 
The . in fan performance d ~ r i n g  core throttling of a turbofan 
engine depecds mainly on tne levei of the bypass ratio. For a high bypass 
rati2, :he core Cow r ~ ? e  i s small in comparison to the total flow rate. In 
scidition, tnrcttling along a constant core speed line usually involves small 
variation in the core flow. Therefore, for the above two reasoas it was 
expected that core throttling would not affect significantly the flcw in the fan 
duct. Actually, in the rresent  model of the TF34 high bypa .-atio turbofan 
engine, it =-as observed that the zdjustment of the flow occurs just ahead of 
the splitter. Moreover, i t  was also fioticed that the decrease in the total 
flow rate due to the t o r e  throttling i s  averaged out at  the front face of the 
rotor resulting i? insignificant c h a n g ~ s  in the performance of the fan hub and 
tip regions. In other words, the core throttling ot the TF34 integrated coin- 
pression system does not ch -nge significactly the per'ormance point of the 
fan. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The overall objective of the present effort was to conduct a computer 
study on the stability of the TF34 compression system. The study was per- 
formed in two steps. In the first step, the stability of the fan and the com- 
pressor components was examined using the linearized and the time-depen- 
dent one-diml>nsional stability techniques. In the second step, the stability 
of the fan- :ore integrate6 coinpression system was investigated using a 
two-dimt lsional stabiiry technique developed to account for  the radial 
e q u i l i b r i u ~  of the flow ahead of the bypass splitter. 
D-ming the component study effort, the fan tip, the fan nub, and the 
core compressor were individually modelled and the clean-inlet flow map of 
each was accurately reproduced. Fan corrected speeds of 8070, 90'70, 9570, 
and 10070, and core compressor crrrected speeds of 94.6%. 99.8%. and 
104.3% were simulated. The stability Limits of each component were pre- 
dicted and the resuits matched the test data to an acceptable degree. F u r -  
thermore, these studies have indicated that the fan instability originated at 
the tip and that the core instability initiated in both the front and back stages. 
These findings agreed well with the experimental data and in the cas- 3f the 
core agreed with the fact that rotating stall occurred in the front stage3 at 
approximately the same time a s  surge initiated in the rear  stages. 
During the integrated system study effort, the dynamic model for the 
stability studies was develope6 The madel was based on sol-ring the govern- 
ing equations in time to describe flow unsteadiness In the compression 
system. The governing equations wore first derived in a three-dimensional 
form and were then reduced to a two-dime~sional form that included the 
radial equilit rium equation. Based upon the time - relaxed steady- state 
results and the throttling results, i t  was concluded that this time-dependent 
model correctly simulated the flow interaction between the core and the fan 
and showed the manner in which the Cow adjusts radially ahead of the bypass 
splitter in order to account for the bypass ratio variation. 
The time-rclaxe8 steady-state solution was obtained for 99.1% and 
88.3% faa corrected speeds with corresponding core speeds of 104.3% and 
99.870, respectively. Even though the fan was only divided into two regions - 
hub and tip - the !?ow distribution results indicated a reasonabl) good repre- 
sentatic.1 of the flow fielcl. Further, the results indicated radial flow and 
radial pressure gradients behind a s  well a? in front of the fan rotor. The 
r a d i ~ '  ~ r e s s u r e  gradients showed strong dependency on the flow bypass ratio 
iri a l s  .ion to the dependency on the fan tip and the fan hub stage character- 
istics. 
Fan and core throttling options were included in the integrated model 
for stability study purposes. With the use of both options, stability limits 
were predicted for  fan corrected speed lines of 88.3% and 99.170, and 
core corrected speed lines of 99.8% and 104. 3%. Predicted stability 
I 
I 
limits in all  cases, except a t  88.3% fan corrected s?eed, compared well 1 
with those obtained by the component study and those observed during corn- ; 
ponent testing. At a corrected fan speed of 88.3%, the fan d-ict throttling 
of the integrated system indicated that the flow through the fan was stable . .. 
throughout whole speed line data range. This result indicates that the fan 
at certain conditions can be stable in a fan-compressor integrated com- 
pression system when it would be unstable a s  a comporient under the same 
conditions. 
When the fan stability limit is reached, the flow instability was obser- 
ved to occur in the fan tip region. Near the stall  limit, a spatial decelera- 
tion of flow was noticed in front of the rotor tip. This flow deceleration 
subsequentb caused the fan instability. 
In addition to the stability stuaies, flow distributions in both the fan 
hub and the fan tip regions during the throttling process were examined. It 
was observed that fan bypass duct throttling affected both the fan hub and the 
fan t ip  flows. On the other hand, the core throttling showed very small 
effect on the flow distribution in the fan. This is attributed to the fact that 
the TF34 engine i s  a high bypass turbofan engine, and the cha.nges in the core 
flow at cdnstant core speed will not have significant effect on the fan total 
flow rate. 
It was also observed that the radial flow in the fan interstage gap was 
not affected during the fan throttling. T;lis was expected since the fan rotor /  
stator gap i s  small and most of the flow adjustments take place either ahead 
the rotor or  doamstream of the statc:: and in f r m t  of the bypass splitter. 
A comparison was made between the model bypass ratio obtained 
during the model throttling process and the results obtained from the steady- 
state cycle deck. The comparison indicated close agreement for both fan 
corrected speed cases that were investigated. 
Based upon the aforementioned results, i t  was concluaed that the pre- 
sent integrated compression system model successfully pimulated the flow 
interactions in the fan-core integrated compression system. Further, ir. i s  
concluded that the present model offers a unique method for the studying the 
stability of a turbofan compression system. 
The capability of the present model can 2 enhan~ed to increase further 
i ts  value. The results of the analysis discussed in the previous paragraphs 
indicate that it is possible to calculate some of the zh~racterist ics of the 
flow radial redistribution ahead of the bypass splitter by dividing the fan 
flow into only hub and tip regicns. However, if one i s  int5rested in more 
details of the flow iield, it i s  recommended that the flow field be divided into 
multiple radizl sections in the region of the fan. Also, the capability of this 
model can bc extended to handle three-dimensional flows by combining it 
with the circumferential redistribution of Reference 2. These modifications 
and extensions allow the model to simulate more complex geometry engines, 
such as  the variable cycle engine with inner and outer bypass duct, and to 
handle flows with general inlet distortions. 
APPENDIX A 
RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION 
Upon writing the radial  momentum balance 'Dased on Equation 5 for  
the elemental control volume shown i n  F igure  17C, one obtains: 
The radial  momentum inside this  elemental control volume can be 
written a s  
f i  
where the bar  indicates averaged quantity and L is  the control volumc 
r 
cnaracter is t ic  lecgi . in  the radial  direction. 
The fourth t e r m  enclosed in  brackets on the right hand side can be 
expressed in  the following form: 
- - 
where and CU a r e  the averaged value of the circumferential  flow rate 
and velocity. It should be noted that th is  t e r m  represents  the cmtr ifugal  
force  acting on the control volume. 
If we neglect all radial forces other than pressure forces, then !i S F  
r 
can be written using Figure 17a as: 
p SF = (L r k ~ 9  pk - L r k+ 1 
r z z 
A 9  pkf '1 
If we write the average pressure as 
and 
then the pressure force can be w-*. '-2- as  
1 r BF= = -j- (pk - pk+l )  (rktl t rk) L 2 36 
Upon substitution of Equations A2, A3,  A4 into -41, the following 
equation can b s  obtained : . ~r  tne elemental volume of Figure 17. 
Similar equations can be written for all the elemental control volumes 
of the control volume bounded by the plane- j and j+ l ,  and shown in Figure 
17a. Upon summation of all these equatior 3, the following equation i s  
obtained. 
where Q i s  the angular extent of the control volume. 
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